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CONNECT + PROTECT YOUR WORLD

Transform learning with faster content creation, better outcomes, 
and easy virtual access.

Boost worker and team performance with Damstra’s eLearning platform. Create compelling content, deliver 
anytime, anywhere and measure worker progress with targeted skills and competencies.
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eLearning digitizes inductions, 
training, and administration by 
systematically attaching documents 
and certifications to each worker 
record, including renewals. It enables 
deeper learning with intentional peer 
interactions and knowledge sharing. 
Workers can learn in the flow of their 
work or have the option to receive 
training at home. Companies can 
automate and enhance the worker 
experience with fully integrated 
eLearning. Having trained workers 
also protects your business with high-
performance individuals and teams.

PREPARED PEOPLE SAFE WORKPLACES CONNECTED ASSETS ACCESSIBLE INFORMATION

Connect + Protect Your World

ELEARNING

Simplify training administration, 
solidify a culture of prepared 
people, and promote individual 
employee development

 L Create dynamic multimedia content with ease

 L Reduce administrative work with automated 
scheduling

 L Train anytime, from anywhere

 L Measure learning outcomes 

 L Improve skills and competencies

 L Boost worker engagement

 L Solve business problems
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ABOUT DAMSTRA TECHNOLOGY EPP

Damstra’s EPP keeps people prepared and equipped, 
workplaces safe and productive, and assets and information 
delivering the highest value while protecting the business 
from unforeseen risk. This comprehensive platform 
helps maximise performance, safety, and profitability by 
orchestrating all disparate processes and technologies.

CONNECT + PROTECT YOUR WORLD

REQUEST YOUR DAMSTRA ELEARNING DEMO TODAY

eLearning

Inspired Learning Management
 L Upload existing training materials and 

automatically convert into interactive modules

 L Create and edit content 

 L Automate training schedules based on rules, 
learning paths, learning success

 L Learn anywhere with mobile access

 L Report results with Intuitive, real-time dashboard

Training Needs Analysis
 L Create customised learning paths

 L Foster organisational capabilities

 L Plan workforce skill requirements

 L Create achievements 

eLearning Course Development
 L Leverage Damstra’s team of instructional designers 

and build best practice eLearning modules 

 L Incorporate blended and micro-learning

 L Purchase custom and ready-to-use content 

360 Degree Virtual Reality Courses
 L Engage with 360-degree video on smartphones 

and mobile virtual reality devices

 L Experience more interaction, especially in 
compliance training

 L Solve business problems with learning initiatives

eLearning Modules

Onboard new hires, manage compliance training, upskill staff, and demonstrate your offerings to 

partners and prospects. Integrate essential technology investments with eLearning. 
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